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something dark dwells in the deep crevices of every soul erna grcic s poetry collection beneath the
surface revolves around the secrets weaknesses and monsters that creep beneath the surface of the
everyday existence she deals with those nightmarish eyes that glint in the darkness behind each
smile each long gaze into the distance each daydream it s an emotional and winding path into the
poet s own past that deals with the journey from childhood to womanhood war love ageing and
passage of time racism has never been simple it wasn t more obvious in the past and it isn t less
potent now from the birth of the united states to the contemporary police shooting death of an
unarmed black youth beneath the surface of white supremacy investigates ingrained practices of
racism as well as unquestioned assumptions in the study of racism to upend and deepen our
understanding in moon kie jung s unsettling book dred scott v sandford the notorious 1857 supreme
court case casts a shadow over current immigration debates and the war on terror the story of a
1924 massacre of filipino sugar workers in hawai i pairs with statistical relentlessness of black
economic suffering to shed light on hidden dimensions of mass ignorance and indifference the
histories of asians blacks latina os and natives relate in knotty ways state violence and colonialism
come to the fore in taking measure of the united states past and present while the undue importance
of assimilation and colorblindness recedes ultimately jung challenges the dominant racial common
sense and develops new concepts and theory for radically rethinking and resisting racisms
contributions in this volume cover ways of knowing the dynamics of research encounters new
methods of psycho social inquiry and the first hand experience of being a researcher since the first
volume of researching beneath the surface was published by karnac in 2009 psycho social research
has become more established but is also more scrutinised by a new generation of researchers
practitioners and clinicians this volume offers a timely exploration of the latest developments in
psycho social research bringing together a series of papers in which both longstanding contributors
to the field and new researchers explore tensions possibilities and innovations in psycho socially
inspired research showcasing advances in psycho social research methods the book focuses on
methodological dilemmas innovations in method and methodology and on experiences of conducting
psycho social research in challenging contexts it also focusses on the contested but pivotal role of
psychoanalysis in psycho social research and explores what can be added by transdisciplinary use of
deep ecology continental philosophy and relational approaches as alternative or supplementary ways
of knowing further researching beneath the surface psycho social research methods in practice
offers fresh insight into the practical and emotional issues of conducting oneself as a psycho social
researcher and learning from experience it will be of great interest to psycho social qualitative
organisational and psychoanalytically oriented researchers as well as postgraduate students in these
fields reprint of the original first published in 1857 our knowledge of mars has grown enormously
over the last decade as a result of the mars global surveyor mars odyssey mars express and the two
mars rover missions this book is a systematic summary of what we have learnt about the geological
evolution of mars as a result of these missions it describes the diverse martian surface features and
summarizes current ideas as to how when and under what conditions they formed and explores how
earth and mars differ and why the two planets evolved so differently the author also discusses
possible implications of the geologic history for the origin and survival of indigenous martian life up
to date and highly illustrated this book will be a principal reference for researchers and graduate
students in planetary science the comprehensive list of references will also assist readers in
pursuing further information on the subject colour images can be found at cambridge org
9780521872010 the nuclear powered uss skate was the first submarine to break the surface of the
north pole author james calvert captained the skate and his book details a series of exploratory
underwater voyages north before he and his crew finally found a way to the top and triumphantly
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smashed through the polar ice cap on 17 march 1959 this work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is
in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough
to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support
of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge
alive and relevant structure of the moon s surface focuses on the importance of certain features of
the moon s surface that have frequently been disregarded in the past largely because of lack of
knowledge of them topics covered include the librations of the moon height determinations of the
points on the lunar surface luminous intensity and luminescence of the lunar rocks the color of
moonlight and composition of the moon s surface and the moon s temperature and atmosphere this
book is comprised of 14 chapters and begins with a review of important physical problems
associated with the moon including its motion and figure as well as the luminous intensity and
luminescence of its rocks the following chapters discuss the polarization of light reflected by the
moon the problem of the moon s atmosphere the probable nature of the moon s surface and changes
occurring on the moon the moon s ray and grid systems lattice patterns rilles and faults and
distribution and frequency of craters are also considered the final chapter is devoted to the origin of
the moon s surface this monograph will be of use to both professional and amateur lunar
astronomers i don t know where you are i don t know what i ve done teenager abigail ryder is
devastated when she gets home from school to find her family gone nothing makes sense things are
missing from the house and her stepsisters room is completely empty but the police think she s
trouble and when grandmother eleanor tells her to forget them all and move on there s no choice
other than face the future alone fourteen years on abi and adam are a happy couple on the verge of
parenthood but when the past comes back to haunt abi the only way forward is to go back and
uncover the truth and reveal the dreadful secrets a mother has been hiding all these years this book
presents the proceedings of the international symposium on geotechnical stability in surface mining
in calgary the symposium deals with the full gamut of mine equipment development selection and
utilization the first title in the manufacturing engineering modular series the publication of this book
marks recognition of the effect of surface finish obtained in manufacture surface integrity on the
functional performance of product in terms of such factors as fatigue corrosion and strength it is a
concise work intended chiefly for undergraduate and postgraduate students which should also
provide useful material for the professional manufacturing engineer a program has been run to
evaluate the effects of different metal removal methods and variations of these methods on surface
integrity three alloys were studied beta rolled ti 6al 4v aisi 4340 quenched and tempered 50 rc and
inconel 718 solution treated and aged various grinding procedures caused the titanium alloy to
exhibit a fatigue strength range of 13 to 62 ksi the fatigue strength of 4340 due to grinding variables
ranged from 62 to 102 ksi while inconel 718 showed a range of 24 to 60 ksi abusive grinding
conditions always resulted in fatigue strengths at the minimum of these ranges milling variables
exhibited a fatigue strength range of 32 to 72 ksi in the beta rolled titanium alloy edm and ecm on
inconel 718 yielded 22 and 39 ksi respectively compared to 60 ksi for gentle grinding guidelines for
processing aerospace hardware considering surface integrity requirements are presented in the
report provides the tools needed to analyze and solve acid drainage problems featuring
contributions from leading experts in science and engineering this book explores the complex
biogeochemistry of acid mine drainage rock drainage and acid sulfate soils it describes how to
predict prevent and remediate the environmental impact of acid drainage and the oxidation of
sulfides offering the latest sampling and analytical methods moreover readers will discover new
approaches for recovering valuable resources from acid mine drainage including bioleaching acid
mine drainage rock drainage and acid sulfate soils reviews the most current findings in the field
offering new insights into the underlying causes as well as new tools to minimize the harm of acid
drainage part i causes of acid mine drainage rock drainage and sulfate soils focuses on the
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biogeochemistry of acid drainage in different environments part ii assessment of acid mine drainage
rock drainage and sulfate soils covers stream characterization aquatic and biological sampling
evaluation of aquatic resources and some unusual aspects of sulfide oxidation part iii prediction and
prevention of acid drainage discusses acid base accounting kinetic testing block modeling petrology
and mineralogy studies it also explains relevant policy and regulations part iv remediation of acid
drainage rock drainage and sulfate soils examines both passive and active cleanup methods to
remediate acid drainage case studies from a variety of geologic settings highlight various
approaches to analyzing and solving acid drainage problems replete with helpful appendices and an
extensive list of web resources acid mine drainage rock drainage and acid sulfate soils is
recommended for mining engineers and scientists regulatory officials environmental scientists land
developers and students since the beginning of the royal navy submarine service in 1901 173
submarines have been lost and in many circumstances with their entire crew war inevitably takes a
heavy toll in world war two alone 341 officer and 2 801 ratings failed to return to harbour the loss of
personnel was roughly equivalent to the strength of the submarine arm at the outbreak of war
between the first loss a1 in 1904 and the last artemis in 1971 lie many stories in which cool nerve
was very much in evidence and one can marvel at the escape of the only survivor of perseus and of
the sinking of olympus from which the few survivors had to swim seven miles before receiving help
and of surgeon lieutenant charles rhodes who died that others may live these and many other
accounts of submarine escape are described within this history and whenever possible in the words
of survivors or witnesses the philosopher s friend stumbles over meaning in cricket the front line and
an afternoon in the sun in tales of detection waterfall investigates the mysterious non murder of lady
tremend alban belford opens up the dark underbelly of school management and declan hooper is
thrown into the strange world of the village to solve the riddles of exploding egg coddlers and
religious madness it s hard to look at masterworks by giotto titian seurat and other great painters
and not wonder how they were created this fascinating book reveals exactly that artist and
conservator philippa abrahams describes the different methods tools and materials then uses step by
step demonstrations to illustrate each painter s craft the frustrating sometimes dangerous process of
discovery as artists from michelangelo to pollock have searched for new and better materials gives
readers a fresh appreciation of these great works of art scientific soil prospecting methods can give
dramatic pictures of buried archaeological sites and sometimes information on what occurred within
them before any earth has ben removed dr clark who was one of the earliest to work in this field has
written the first general survey of an increasingly important area of practical archaeology the
emphasis is on the principles and practical application of the well established techniques of
resistivity magnetometry and magnetic susceptibility with shorter sections on emerging and less
common techniques such as ground penetrating radar electromagnetic methods and phosphate
survey this paperback edition updates and enhances the earlier book adding new material such as
the large scale evaluation exercises now required as a precondition of planning consent for major
developments the vital statistics are included in the annual report includes university catalogues
president s report financial report etc



Beneath the Surface 2020-07-05
something dark dwells in the deep crevices of every soul erna grcic s poetry collection beneath the
surface revolves around the secrets weaknesses and monsters that creep beneath the surface of the
everyday existence she deals with those nightmarish eyes that glint in the darkness behind each
smile each long gaze into the distance each daydream it s an emotional and winding path into the
poet s own past that deals with the journey from childhood to womanhood war love ageing and
passage of time

Beneath the Surface of White Supremacy 2015-05-06
racism has never been simple it wasn t more obvious in the past and it isn t less potent now from the
birth of the united states to the contemporary police shooting death of an unarmed black youth
beneath the surface of white supremacy investigates ingrained practices of racism as well as
unquestioned assumptions in the study of racism to upend and deepen our understanding in moon
kie jung s unsettling book dred scott v sandford the notorious 1857 supreme court case casts a
shadow over current immigration debates and the war on terror the story of a 1924 massacre of
filipino sugar workers in hawai i pairs with statistical relentlessness of black economic suffering to
shed light on hidden dimensions of mass ignorance and indifference the histories of asians blacks
latina os and natives relate in knotty ways state violence and colonialism come to the fore in taking
measure of the united states past and present while the undue importance of assimilation and
colorblindness recedes ultimately jung challenges the dominant racial common sense and develops
new concepts and theory for radically rethinking and resisting racisms

Further Researching Beneath the Surface 2020-09-10
contributions in this volume cover ways of knowing the dynamics of research encounters new
methods of psycho social inquiry and the first hand experience of being a researcher since the first
volume of researching beneath the surface was published by karnac in 2009 psycho social research
has become more established but is also more scrutinised by a new generation of researchers
practitioners and clinicians this volume offers a timely exploration of the latest developments in
psycho social research bringing together a series of papers in which both longstanding contributors
to the field and new researchers explore tensions possibilities and innovations in psycho socially
inspired research showcasing advances in psycho social research methods the book focuses on
methodological dilemmas innovations in method and methodology and on experiences of conducting
psycho social research in challenging contexts it also focusses on the contested but pivotal role of
psychoanalysis in psycho social research and explores what can be added by transdisciplinary use of
deep ecology continental philosophy and relational approaches as alternative or supplementary ways
of knowing further researching beneath the surface psycho social research methods in practice
offers fresh insight into the practical and emotional issues of conducting oneself as a psycho social
researcher and learning from experience it will be of great interest to psycho social qualitative
organisational and psychoanalytically oriented researchers as well as postgraduate students in these
fields

Below the Surface 2023-10-19
reprint of the original first published in 1857



Below the Surface 1857
our knowledge of mars has grown enormously over the last decade as a result of the mars global
surveyor mars odyssey mars express and the two mars rover missions this book is a systematic
summary of what we have learnt about the geological evolution of mars as a result of these missions
it describes the diverse martian surface features and summarizes current ideas as to how when and
under what conditions they formed and explores how earth and mars differ and why the two planets
evolved so differently the author also discusses possible implications of the geologic history for the
origin and survival of indigenous martian life up to date and highly illustrated this book will be a
principal reference for researchers and graduate students in planetary science the comprehensive
list of references will also assist readers in pursuing further information on the subject colour
images can be found at cambridge org 9780521872010

Geosynthetic Design Guidance for Hazardous Waste Landfill
Cells and Surface Impoundments 1987
the nuclear powered uss skate was the first submarine to break the surface of the north pole author
james calvert captained the skate and his book details a series of exploratory underwater voyages
north before he and his crew finally found a way to the top and triumphantly smashed through the
polar ice cap on 17 march 1959

Special Instructions for Taking Samples of Sugar Beets for
Analysis 1897
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as
no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available
to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Beneath the Surface 1937
structure of the moon s surface focuses on the importance of certain features of the moon s surface
that have frequently been disregarded in the past largely because of lack of knowledge of them
topics covered include the librations of the moon height determinations of the points on the lunar
surface luminous intensity and luminescence of the lunar rocks the color of moonlight and
composition of the moon s surface and the moon s temperature and atmosphere this book is
comprised of 14 chapters and begins with a review of important physical problems associated with
the moon including its motion and figure as well as the luminous intensity and luminescence of its
rocks the following chapters discuss the polarization of light reflected by the moon the problem of
the moon s atmosphere the probable nature of the moon s surface and changes occurring on the
moon the moon s ray and grid systems lattice patterns rilles and faults and distribution and
frequency of craters are also considered the final chapter is devoted to the origin of the moon s
surface this monograph will be of use to both professional and amateur lunar astronomers



Results of Research to Develop Guidelines for Mining Near
Surface and Underground Bodies of Water 1977
i don t know where you are i don t know what i ve done teenager abigail ryder is devastated when
she gets home from school to find her family gone nothing makes sense things are missing from the
house and her stepsisters room is completely empty but the police think she s trouble and when
grandmother eleanor tells her to forget them all and move on there s no choice other than face the
future alone fourteen years on abi and adam are a happy couple on the verge of parenthood but
when the past comes back to haunt abi the only way forward is to go back and uncover the truth and
reveal the dreadful secrets a mother has been hiding all these years

The Surface of Mars 2007-01-11
this book presents the proceedings of the international symposium on geotechnical stability in
surface mining in calgary the symposium deals with the full gamut of mine equipment development
selection and utilization

Physical Environment and Geohydrologic Effects of Surface
Coal Mining in West-central Indiana 1990
the first title in the manufacturing engineering modular series the publication of this book marks
recognition of the effect of surface finish obtained in manufacture surface integrity on the functional
performance of product in terms of such factors as fatigue corrosion and strength it is a concise
work intended chiefly for undergraduate and postgraduate students which should also provide useful
material for the professional manufacturing engineer

Surface at the Pole: The Extraordinary Voyages of the USS
Skate 2018-10-12
a program has been run to evaluate the effects of different metal removal methods and variations of
these methods on surface integrity three alloys were studied beta rolled ti 6al 4v aisi 4340 quenched
and tempered 50 rc and inconel 718 solution treated and aged various grinding procedures caused
the titanium alloy to exhibit a fatigue strength range of 13 to 62 ksi the fatigue strength of 4340 due
to grinding variables ranged from 62 to 102 ksi while inconel 718 showed a range of 24 to 60 ksi
abusive grinding conditions always resulted in fatigue strengths at the minimum of these ranges
milling variables exhibited a fatigue strength range of 32 to 72 ksi in the beta rolled titanium alloy
edm and ecm on inconel 718 yielded 22 and 39 ksi respectively compared to 60 ksi for gentle
grinding guidelines for processing aerospace hardware considering surface integrity requirements
are presented in the report

Beneath the Surface 2022-10-27
provides the tools needed to analyze and solve acid drainage problems featuring contributions from
leading experts in science and engineering this book explores the complex biogeochemistry of acid
mine drainage rock drainage and acid sulfate soils it describes how to predict prevent and remediate
the environmental impact of acid drainage and the oxidation of sulfides offering the latest sampling
and analytical methods moreover readers will discover new approaches for recovering valuable
resources from acid mine drainage including bioleaching acid mine drainage rock drainage and acid



sulfate soils reviews the most current findings in the field offering new insights into the underlying
causes as well as new tools to minimize the harm of acid drainage part i causes of acid mine
drainage rock drainage and sulfate soils focuses on the biogeochemistry of acid drainage in different
environments part ii assessment of acid mine drainage rock drainage and sulfate soils covers stream
characterization aquatic and biological sampling evaluation of aquatic resources and some unusual
aspects of sulfide oxidation part iii prediction and prevention of acid drainage discusses acid base
accounting kinetic testing block modeling petrology and mineralogy studies it also explains relevant
policy and regulations part iv remediation of acid drainage rock drainage and sulfate soils examines
both passive and active cleanup methods to remediate acid drainage case studies from a variety of
geologic settings highlight various approaches to analyzing and solving acid drainage problems
replete with helpful appendices and an extensive list of web resources acid mine drainage rock
drainage and acid sulfate soils is recommended for mining engineers and scientists regulatory
officials environmental scientists land developers and students

Structure of the Moon's Surface 2016-06-06
since the beginning of the royal navy submarine service in 1901 173 submarines have been lost and
in many circumstances with their entire crew war inevitably takes a heavy toll in world war two
alone 341 officer and 2 801 ratings failed to return to harbour the loss of personnel was roughly
equivalent to the strength of the submarine arm at the outbreak of war between the first loss a1 in
1904 and the last artemis in 1971 lie many stories in which cool nerve was very much in evidence
and one can marvel at the escape of the only survivor of perseus and of the sinking of olympus from
which the few survivors had to swim seven miles before receiving help and of surgeon lieutenant
charles rhodes who died that others may live these and many other accounts of submarine escape
are described within this history and whenever possible in the words of survivors or witnesses

Beneath the Surface 2016-03-24
the philosopher s friend stumbles over meaning in cricket the front line and an afternoon in the sun
in tales of detection waterfall investigates the mysterious non murder of lady tremend alban belford
opens up the dark underbelly of school management and declan hooper is thrown into the strange
world of the village to solve the riddles of exploding egg coddlers and religious madness

Revised Potentiometric-surface Map, Yucca Mountain and
Vicinity, Nevada 1994
it s hard to look at masterworks by giotto titian seurat and other great painters and not wonder how
they were created this fascinating book reveals exactly that artist and conservator philippa
abrahams describes the different methods tools and materials then uses step by step demonstrations
to illustrate each painter s craft the frustrating sometimes dangerous process of discovery as artists
from michelangelo to pollock have searched for new and better materials gives readers a fresh
appreciation of these great works of art

Geotechnical Stability in Surface Mining 2022-05-14
scientific soil prospecting methods can give dramatic pictures of buried archaeological sites and
sometimes information on what occurred within them before any earth has ben removed dr clark
who was one of the earliest to work in this field has written the first general survey of an
increasingly important area of practical archaeology the emphasis is on the principles and practical
application of the well established techniques of resistivity magnetometry and magnetic



susceptibility with shorter sections on emerging and less common techniques such as ground
penetrating radar electromagnetic methods and phosphate survey this paperback edition updates
and enhances the earlier book adding new material such as the large scale evaluation exercises now
required as a precondition of planning consent for major developments

Good Words 1884
the vital statistics are included in the annual report

Illustrations of Surface Geology 1860
includes university catalogues president s report financial report etc

Manufacturing Surface Technology 2001-11-01

Annual Report 1891

Surface Integrity of Machined Structural Components 1970

Surface Water Temperatures at Tide Stations 1952

A Manual of Engineering Specifications and Contracts 1891

Acid Mine Drainage, Rock Drainage, and Acid Sulfate Soils
2014-04-28

Beneath the Waves 2010-07-26

Palaeontographical Society 1874

Geological Society of America Bulletin 1891

Annual Report of the State Board of Health of
Massachusetts 1875



The Official Catalogue of the Exhibits 1880

The Philosopher's Friend and Tales of Detection 2011-09

Beneath the Surface 2008

Proceedings of the Engineers' Club of Philadelphia 1883

Seeing Beneath the Soil 2003-09-02

The Guiding Symptoms of Our Materia Medica: Staphisagria
- Zizia 1891

Bulletin 1895

Annual Report 1898

The Johns Hopkins University Circular 1895

Report of the Chief of the Bureau of Animal Industry, United
States Department of Agriculture 1889

Beneath the Surface 2004-05-01
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